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NOTES ON THE NOVELS 
OF
 ERNEST HEBERT
Allen Shepherd
The University of Vermont
In
 a  recent New York Times  Book Review survey of notable New  
England voices, the novelist Ernest Hebert was featured, along with
 such established
 
figures as Updike, Irving and Cheever.1 Hebert, who  
has published The Dogs of March (1979), A Little More 
Than
 Kin  
(1982), and Whisper My Name(1984),2 certainly merits wider
 recognition; he is one of the most accomplished of present day
 regionalists. Darby, New Hampshire, fictional center of his saga in
 progress,
 
is a town  more down-country readers are sure to discover. Not  
that the living there is easy—Hebert’s vision of his comer of the
 Granite State is tragi-comic, his characters by turns tormented, funny,
 poignant and appalling.
The novels, which are almost equally notable for their art and
 
authenticity, are well grounded socio-economically, politically, and
historically. The area’s textile
 
mills have  closed and  their owners gone  
South to escape the unions; moneyed flatlanders, from New Jersey and
 other dubious spots, are taking over town meeting, raising taxes,
 imposing zoning, regulating hunting; prime agricultural acreage is
 developed into “colonial concept” malls; aesthetic fences and athletic
 clubs signal incipient gentrification; and Hebert’s focal
 
characters, most  
of them marginal survivors among the natives, have reason to
 contemplate
 
their own extinction. As between the stem imperatives on  
New Hampshire’s license plates, “Live Free or Die,” the former is
 sought in moving but usually hopeless fashion, and the latter comes,
 more often than not, as deliverance.
With three novels in print
 
and a fourth in progress, it  may  be time  
for an estimate of Hebert’s accomplishment and for some preliminary
 surveying of how
 
his principal  thematic concerns have  evolved  thus  far,  
and to what kinds of characters, involved in what sort of plots, he has
 entrusted their articulation. The Dogs of March is, by common
 consent, beset by almost every criterion; it 
is
 particularly strong in its  
delineation of tribal character and in its memorable depiction of the
 losing battle
 
of its unlikely hero, Howard Elman. The second novel, A  
Little More 
Than
 Kin, is ambitious but flawed in its rendering of the  
desperate plight of Ollie and 
Willow
 Jordan,  alcoholic father and retarded  
son, pursued by Social Welfare. Whisper My Name has as its
 protagonist Roland (Chance) LaChance, whose investigation of and
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newspaper articles about the Magnus Mall Corporation’s plans for
 
Darby serve to structure the novel’s involved but substantially
 conventional plot.
Of 
the
 themes to which Hebert recurs in his three novels, kinship  
is pre-eminent and is notably  exemplified in the lives (and deaths) of the  
Jordan clan, some of whom appear in each novel. Terms associated
 with the failing of the kinship system suggest its values and uses.
 “Culture” is what the Jordans don’
t
 belong to, the larger society.  
“Succor” is the aid which one Jordan may claim from another, while
 “ascendancy” is what males seek
 
to gain over one another. Underlying  
the maziness of bloodlines (unlikely cousins everywhere) and the
 quaintness of ritual (dominance expressed in the possession of another
 man’s dog) 
is
 the desperation of dispossession.
Related to the failing of the kinship 
system
 among the Jordan clan  
is the usually unsuccessful effort by others to sustain family ties
 (fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, principally) or to discover
 who one’s parents may be. So it is with Howard Elman and his son
 Freddy in The Dogs of March, Ollie and his son Willow in A Little
 More Than Kin, and with Persephone 
Salmon
 and her daughter Lilith in  
Whisper My Name, whose title intimates the importance of two
 characters’ ancestral searches.
Each of 
the 
novels features a male protagonist, the codes of kinship  
are essentially masculine, and the 
loss
 and defeat which the first and  
second novels commemorate is that of male power, pride and self-
 sufficiency. Thus in The Dogs of March Howard is overcome by the
 aptly named Zoe Cutter. 
A
 different sort of power over him is achieved  
by his frail invalid wife, Elenore. In A Little More Than Kin there 
is evident the same kind of institutional and familial undermining of
 patriarchy. Social Welfare, to which Ollie is afraid of losing his son, 
is personified in a woman, Kay Bradford, and Ollie’s common law wife,
 Helen, swears that if he ever beats her, she will murder 
him
 in his bed.  
In Whisper My
 
Name, relations between the sexes are somewhat more  
traditional. True, Mrs. Salmon commits adultery but in a chapter titled
 “Persephone’s Rebellion,” a rebellion occasioned by her husband’s
 premature withdrawal from her life. In more representative fashion,
 Chance woos, wins and
 
weds his love.
A right relation of man and nature, in many practical and
 theoretical ramifications, is another abiding thematic concern. Howard
 Elman’s great enemy, Zoe Cutter, has bought a house overlooking the
 unsightly Elman acreage. The house and its surroundings, at whatever
 cost, she will render
 
fit for the pages of Country Life; the Elmans she  
intends to convert or renovate or exterminate, if necessary. Howard,
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who had thought of himself as a natural disaster waiting to happen, is
 
defeated in one part of his life, by unlimited funds in service of rural
 beautification, but in A Little More Than Kin is ironically discovered
 making a fairly good financial thing out of his rubbish route. Magnus
 Mall’s stratagems, in Hebert’s third novel, offer the most overtly
 topical instance of the loss and ruin of the land, although this corporate
 effort 
is
 apparently going to enrich and free from lifelong bondage to  
the land one local dairy farmer. But finally Magnus is
 
countered by the  
scarcely disinterested Salmon Land Trust, of which the novel’s
 protagonist ends up as curator. It can’t be said that anyone has clean
 hands.
In
 each of the novels someone attempts literally to escape to and  
live in the woods, none with Thoreauvian success. Some sicken—so
 with Cooty Patterson in The Dogs of March. Some die—so with Ollie
 and Willow Jordan in A Little More Than Kin. Some die (we may
 suppose) happy—so with Reggie Salmon in Whisper My Name, whose
 widow does not, however, allow his body to be buried in the Trust
 forest.
Last
 
among Hebert’s thematic concerns is man’s relation to God  or  
to the
 
powers that may be. Formal conventional religion does not play  
a significant role in any character’s life. Instead we see scraps,
 mutations, or perversions, most of them based on ignorance,
 misconception or rejection. There is Elenore Elman, Howard’s wife, in
 The Dogs of March, who is frightened of church but is devoted to a
 local television priest and who prays to and negotiates almost daily
 with lesser saints. At what may seem the other end of the spectrum 
is the matriarch Estelle Jordan,
 
known as the Witch, who  for males within 
and sometimes without her clan displays the ultimate interpretive,
 consolatory
 
power, which is the  product of her  forceful character, keen  
insight and practice of prostitution. God speaks directly to Ollie
 Jordan, an alcoholic far gone in paranoia, who names his trash strewn
 retreat in the hills St. Pete’s and who at 
his
 last Christmas is made to  
circle
 
back to St. Bernard’s Catholic Church for some forced analogies  
between the 
holy
 family and his own.
Hebert’s principal invention is Howard Elman, who is a man of
 parts, the making of The Dogs of March, and in whose career all
 consequential themes are adduced, though they become somewhat
 attenuated 
as
 the series proceeds. Howard was a “foster,” a child of  
unknown parents. He is a self-made 
man;
 he chose his own surname,  
from the trees, which had not then begun to die out. Fifty years ago
 elms were everywhere in New England but now almost all of them are
 gone. Some few survive, either because they are removed from
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contagion or because they were hurt but not killed by the foreign
 
blight. This is Howard: he is an Elm-man. Other metaphors, equally
 evocative, further define him. He 
is
 a deer at the limit of  endurance,  
hunted by well fed
 
dogs at  the end of a hard winter, he is also (without  
contradiction) an enormous bear turning on those dogs, he is an old
 rusting DeSoto full of 
V-8
 power. He is a man under attack on all  
fronts: he sees his friends, his beliefs, his way of life, his livelihood,
 his property and his family slipping away.
The principal weakness of The Dogs of March lies in the depiction
 
of Zoe Cutter. What Hebert seems to have wanted was a striking
 contest between characters, which, unhappily, he produced. Elman 
is an original character whom Hebert knows intimately and shows us
 dramatically; Cutter, by contrast, is a synthetic type whom Hebert
 unconvincingly revivifies and tells us about analytically. In short, for
 all the aptness of the details which make her up, Zoe Cutter is
 ultimately an abstraction. When she reappears two novels later as a
 minor character, she 
is 
both engaging and entertaining, wholly adequate  
to the demands of her role
 
in that novel.
The problem of abstraction, of a character deeply felt or not,
 becomes more pronounced in Hebert’s second and third novels. In A
 Little More Than Kin the depiction of Ollie and Willow, though it
 begins with admirable specificity and concreteness, proceeds through a
 relentlessly detailed recounting of their disintegration to the climactic
 rendering of Ollie’s maddeningly circular and
 
self-consciously composed  
reflections on Uncle Fred’s Vodka and God and Satan and Social
 Welfare. Howard, who at Estelle Jordan’s behest buries the two of
 them in the dump, provides some ballast, but paradoxically, as Hebert
 overrides the characters, the tale of these two lost souls eventually
 becomes
 
dull,  undynamic and abstract.
Whisper My Name 
is
 carried by minor characters such as Ike  
Jordan, Avalon Hillary and Bob Crawford. LaChance, the nominal
 protagonist, is a rather colorless young 
man
 with nothing much to do,  
the Salmons lead refined, generic upper middle class lives, and the
 aphasic heroine Soapy Rayno is too often a child of Wordsworthian
 sentimentality. Bringing in LaChance 
as
 an outside, detached  
professional observer might seem a likely corrective to the
 claustrophobic intensity of A Little More Than Kin; in fact, despite his
 private search for his paternity and his journalistic comings and goings
 and his two love affairs, he never seems vitally engaged in the
 proceedings.
Nowhere do Hebert’s considerable powers show to better advantage
 
than 
in the much admired account of Howard among the dogs, at the end  
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of his first novel. Howard has hunted deer all his life and is proud of
 
his ability, more proud even of
 
his son’s prowess. But Freddy, after a  
year away at the University of New Hampshire has come home to be
 seduced (metaphorically, perhaps literally) by Mrs. Cutter. The deer
 rifle which Howard carries into the woods was a Christmas present
 intended for
 
but rejected by Freddy. Howard has himself become the  
prey, relentlessly pursued; he will now hunt the hunters, enter the
 execution chamber and do justice
 
to the  executioner. Hebert understands  
well the appeal of such a reversal, temporary 
though
 it must be. Far up 
in the hills, with eavy fog over
 
the snow, Howard  enters the primitive  
world, his friend Cooty Patterson left behind, the rifle a club, the odds
 impossible, knowing that
 
“he would have to face the dogs on their own  
terms” (p. 239). He is simultaneously a real man in an unreal
 
place, he  
is a gigantic bear, he is bitten on the foot by a toy poodle, he strangles
 Kinky, Mrs. Cutter’
s
 surrogate, as it leaps for his loins, he is  
surrounded by frozen and dying deer, ripped apart, their genitals eaten,
 and
 
by dogs, clubbed and shot. Hebert  reaches deeply enough into his  
material that something primal is released and the reader experiences a
 memorable cathartic power.
Ollie and Willow Jordan are without such heroic potential. Ollie
 
does not have the physical strength, force of character, mechanical
 skills, worldly knowledge or adaptability that Howard does. In his
 second novel Hebert has opted to tell another tale of loss focussed this
 time upon a character who is increasingly passive, fearful and nearly
 helpless. Willow’s antic nature is impenetrable 
even
 to his father, who  
both dotes on and despis s him. The moment in Willow’s short life
 which most nearly resembles Howard’s last stand in the hills occurs
 when
 
Willow, for reasons known only to himself, assaults with a chain  
saw in a bam
 
a prize steer belonging to Harold Flagg, a rather steer-like  
suitor to Zoe Cutter.
Outcast father and son are caught 
up
 in what jacket copy refers to  
as “a passion play of brilliant intensity.” With comparable inflation
 Old Man Dome is made to say, introducing Ollie, that “there
is something brooding and figurative about the man. A mind like his is
 dangerous to society...” (p. 2). On a number of other
 
occasions Hebert  
insists that
 
Ollie and Willow are indeed kin to us, that we one day may  
find (perhaps deserve to find) our prize steer suddenly butchered.
 Periodic
 
authorial glosses on the fable  suggest limited  confidence in the  
story and illustrate
 
an inclination to  allegorize.
In the portrayal of Ollie, Hebert is most effective in incidental
 observation—the constant dull ache of his rotten teeth, the enduring
 need for beer, the pleasure taken in his pipe. Ollie and Willow are
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outside both the culture and the kinship system; Hebert seems inclined
 
on occasion less to empathize with than to hypothesize about them.
 What would such a man as Ollie think about tennis, seeing it for the
 first time? He would not grasp the point of the game, we’re told,
 people hitting or not
 
hitting a fuzzy ball at each other  and periodically  
calling “love.” What would he make of “Sesame Street,” 
were
 he to see  
it in a bar after a number
 
of beers? “Someone should know how to free  
that bird....He felt a great kinship for the fellow in the
 
garbage can, but  
he doubted
 
the  fellow’s ability to  stand up to the forces around him” (p.  
45). Although Ollie wonders at tennis and television, he seems to
 know about how “men controlled the lives of certain rats in
 laboratories” (p. 111). 
All
 three illustrations seem equally pointed but  
the relative sophistication of the 
third
 seems inconsistent with the first  
and second.
That Ollie and Willow will not survive is as surely predestined
 
as  
that Howard will not prevail. How to bring the Jordans’ lives and the
 novel to an
 
end? With the two of them dead and buried, Hebert offers  a  
final gothic twist on consanguinity—that Ollie, though he repressed it
 all, had murdered his father and committed incest with his mother
 Estelle, 
who 
had herself subsequently slept  with Ollie and with  Willow.  
The sort of question this brings to mind—is Willow both her son and
 her grandson?—suggests that the theme of kinship 
is 
running out.
After Hebert’s first, prize winning novel,
 
A Little More Than Kin  
is something of a disappointment. One wishes that Ollie more often
 had someone to talk to, that Willow had not been mute, that they were
 more in the company of 
Howard.
 Granted that the essence of Ollie’s  
situation 
is
 that he is a  lonely outcast who can save neither himself nor  
his son, nonetheless the reflections and nightmares of a paranoid
 alcoholic might have been offered in more measured
 quantity.
 There is  
a studied quality in the many analogies Hebert draws between Ollie’s
 circumstances and those obtaining in the 
lives
 of Bert and Ernie and Big  
Bird and Jesu , Mary and Joseph or the rats in the
 
laboratory.
Whisper My Name focusses not on the outcast plight of one man
 or two but rather on the town of Darby and the maintenance of
 community. People suffer and die (one even murdered) but with the
 threatened mall built elsewhere the novel comes to a resolutely happy
 ending, outsiders either vanquished or integrated and married. Hebert
 warrants continuance, continuity and order, in a newly conservative
 spirit. Because the mall is so nearly inescapable a symbol of
 encroaching modernity, Hebert 
is
 taking a chance, which by and large  
pays off, in the variety and authenticity of response among the
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townspeople. There is no 
character
 of Howard Elman’s consequence but  
many of the second class.
Most interestingly, complexly conceived of the characters is Ike
 
Jordan, half-brother of the late Ollie. Ike might in some respects be
 termed a Faulknerian figure (read Snopes): in his origins,
 indeterminate, unrespectable; his nature, cold, amoral, asexual; his
 aims, money, power, respect; his means, theft, sharp practice,
 attempted blackmail; and his demise, killed 
on
 a point of honor by a  
victim who himself has only a short time to live. Ike is not Flem
 Snopes: he is more 
than
 marginally human, has recognizably human  
weaknesses, and is stopped in his tracks. His emblem is a set of
 expensive, glistening, stolen false teeth, shattered by one of the bullets
 which kills him.
Reggie Salmon, his somewhat unlikely murderer, is one of the last
 
of the land-poor local squires. Because of family pride, Sierra Club
 sentiments and tax advantages, he is committed to preservation of
 
the  
land trust. His inclusion suggests Hebert’s wish to make his cast of
 characters more inclusive sociologically. “As a class,” he tells his
 unfaithful wife Persephone, “we’re like a decaying climax forest” (p.
 143). The man with 
whom
 Persephone commits adultery, LaChance,  
also has an affair with Soapy Rayno, whose first name alludes to her
 unwashed state, maintained in honor of her supposed father, a mind-
 blown survivor of the ’sixties, but whose proper emblem is her
 beautiful long blonde hair tucked up inside the hat or cap she always
 
wear
s. If there is a single scene  which epitomizes her nature and hopes,  
it is that in which she tried to intervene 
or 
mediate between a brain-sick  
moose 
which
 is fraternizing with a herd of expensive Holsteins and the  
backhoe with which the indignant owner of
 
the cows is trying to drive  
off the
 
moose. The  moose is diseased and will die, the  cows aren’t very  
receptive, and 
the
 backhoe will prevail, but  Soapy is undeterred.
Because Chance 
is
 both a  reporter and a recent arrival, he hears a  
good deal about local history 
as
 well as the reality behind present day  
appearances. For this purpose there is a designated character, the
 tenured town gossip, Mrs. McCurtin. In like fashion Bob Crawford,
 alcoholic part-time janitor of the town hall, delivers in less than two
 pages a devil theory
 
of history which recalls the world views  of Howard  
and Ollie. A number
 
of other minor characters’ lives are convincingly,  
even poignantly, epitomized. Thus Arthur Crabb, farmer and
 selectman, “one day.. .realized that there was nothing else but work that
 meant anything 
to
 him” (p. 193).
Curiously enough, it is the sudden realizations at which the major
 characters arrive that are suspect. Thus LaChance’s account of his too
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long delayed visit to his adoptive mother and father. Father is found
 
dead in bed, a suicide. “And I realized,” he
 
tells Soapy, “that I  had been  
wrong about something. I had thought I hated Old Joe. But I
 understood
 then
 I loved him, had always loved him. I  didn’t hate him—  
he hated me...” 
(p.
 121). Perhaps so, but we will have to take  
Chance’s word for it. And finally, although we recognize a conjunction
 of familiar themes—an ancestral search frustrated, familial ties in the
 male line broken—it doesn’t seem to matter
 
much.
With
the
 careers  of Soapy and Chance we see exemplified some of  
the dangers implicit in a regionalist writer’s relation to his material.
 Chance, a mysterious stranger of sorts, supposedly observant outsider,
 is fed information concerning the habits, speech, manners, history and
 folklore of Darby and environs, but is not imaginative enough to
 understand the lives he touches, 
is
 not  a character whose  perception the  
reader trusts, though Chance speaks 
and
 writes with a certain  fluency.
Soapy, by contrast, 
is
 an impacted native, loath to speak at all.  
With her dirty face and long blonde
 
hair  and  concern for the sick moose  
and favored diction (Chance’s pickup 
is
 a “baby truck”), Soapy  
exemplifies another kind of pitfall to which the regionalist writer 
is subject, that he will appear to sentimentalize, condescend to or exploit
 the oddities of his characters.
Each of Hebert’s three novels appears to embody a different
 
strategy, as may be gathered from the nature of the protagonist, the
 conflict and the climax. In The Dogs of March Hebert’s
 
perspective on  
Howard 
is
 admirably balanced—unsentimentally elegaic, uncynically  
anti-pastoral. Zoe Cutter, a well crafted
 
character, personifies in almost  
every particular the
 
antithesis to Elman. If she does not seem as deeply  
imagined
 
as Howard, the same may be said of all the other characters in  
Hebert’s novels. For the novel’s climax, Howard finally takes on the
 enemy, in his last stand, and emerges as 
a
 rubbish man, an outcome  
true, painful, and inevitable.
Ollie Jordan, in A Little More 
Than
 Kin, begins approximately  
where Howard leaves off, that is, his home has been destroyed, 
his family divided, his occupation lost, his great enemy poised. Out of the
 culture, cut off from kin, finding no nurture in nature, he dies
 
a destined  
victim, at what seems excessive length. Accounted trash by others, he
 is buried by his one friend
 
in the  dump.
For Chance, in Whisper My Name, all works out very well in the
 
end.
 There is truly no conflict vitally involving him, he quits his job  
for a better one (housing include ), acquires through marriage
 connection with a distinguished local family, Soapy being really a
 Salmon, and the circle is safely closed.
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NOTES
1 Thomas Williams, “New England Voices,” New York Times
 
Book Review, 19 January 1986, pp. 1, 26-27.
2Hebert’s novels are published in hard cover by Viking, in soft
 
cover by Penguin. Quotations are taken from hard cover editions
 and are identified parenthetically in the text.
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